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absTraCT: user–game engagement is vital for building and retaining a customer 
base for software games. however, few studies have investigated such engagement 
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during gameplay and the impact of gaming elements on engagement. Drawing on the 
theoretical foundation of engagement, we meticulously deduced two cognitive-related 
gaming elements of a software game, namely, game complexity and game familiar-
ity, and argued that these elements have individual and joint effects on user–game 
engagement. This research adopted multimethod empirical investigations to validate 
our conceptions. The first investigation used electroencephalography and a self-report 
survey to study quantitatively the cognitive activities of user–game engagement. The 
second investigation adopted the qualitative interview method to triangulate the findings 
from the quantitative data. This research contributes to theory in two ways, namely, 
conceptualizing and empirically examining user–game engagement as well as theoriz-
ing and demonstrating how the two gaming elements affect user–game engagement. 
This work contributes to the gaming practice by providing a set of design principles 
for gaming elements.

Key words and phrases: electroencephalography, NeuroIS, online games, software 
games, user–game engagement.

user–gaMe engageMenT is The exTenT To whiCh a sofTware gaMe cognitively immerses 
users into the game during gameplay. It is an important indicator of the success of 
building and retaining a customer base for a software game [16]. Software game 
refers to an application installed and played in an electronic device such as a smart-
phone. user–game engagement is a vital factor for a company in pursuit of success 
in a highly competitive gaming market, in which hundreds of companies compete 
for a share in the market worth $5.3 billion in 2010 [3]. Companies must find ways 
of enhancing game design to entrench user–game engagement and to survive the 
competition [57].

Aside from the hot pursuit of user–game engagement in the software game 
industry, traditional nongaming companies are becoming increasingly interested in 
introducing software games to foster a closer relationship with their customers. This 
phenomenon is best echoed by Volker hirsch, Chief Strategy Officer of Scoreloop: 
“what happened in recent years is that brands have realized the stickiness—or, as 
they would call it, engagement—games provide. People finally noticed that it is not 
only pale loners playing games but virtually everyone.”1 however, users are likely 
to remove a software game from their devices with ease when they are not enticed 
(i.e., mentally engaged) into playing the application [34]. This abandoning behavior 
is devastating for companies seeking to establish brand image and conducting mar-
keting campaigns [50].

In contrast to the solutions of practitioners, academic efforts toward empirical 
investigations on user–game engagement in software games have been limited [17]. 
Two plausible reasons can explain this shortage. First, prior research has centered 
on examining the antecedents of the motivations for playing games, such as psycho-
logical needs, norms, and utilitarian needs [52]. however, investigating the highly 
abstract level of perceptual constructs is distant from the fundamental design issue of a 
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game [63]. Such investigation is not in line with recent research on user–game engage-
ment, which argues that engagement is shaped during gameplay [44]. An investigation 
method with good temporal resolution to understand the differences of various gaming 
element implementations is also lacking [33, 41]. user–game engagement involves 
users playing with a game application; in this sense, measuring engagement only after 
the game is played might not present a complete picture. In other words, user–game 
engagement is a “process-oriented” construct, which may not be best reflected solely 
through retrospective measurement such as a self-report survey.

Second, researchers have generally agreed that a well-designed game can enhance 
user–game engagement [40]. however, a game differs in several aspects, such as 
complexity, which renders its conceptualization theoretically challenging. Prior 
research has provided few insights into the gaming elements [16]. This limitation is 
best understood by the mixed views of the prior literature from our literature review. 
For instance, some scholars found that competence, autonomy, and relatedness are the 
three necessary and basic perceptual manifestations of user–game engagement [63], 
whereas others argue that enjoyment, satisfaction, and involvement represent user–
game engagement [19]. The thrust of these studies is on the adoption of a perceptual 
perspective to inform the design of a game, but such acquired knowledge may not be 
practical for direct applications.

Anchoring on the theoretical foundation of engagement, we propose a new con-
ceptualization of user–game engagement and the consideration of two primary 
cognitive-based gaming elements that can potentially affect game engagement: game 
complexity and game familiarity. game complexity refers to the extent to which the 
game demands human cognitive capacity [4]; game familiarity reflects the degree to 
which a user is familiar with the schemata of a game [50]. we propose these gaming 
elements by inferring from prior studies that a cognitive approach is of paramount 
importance in studying user–game engagement and in the game design that facilitates 
such an engagement, which is how a game is perceived and played [7, 26]. we argue 
that these gaming elements can invoke cortical activities in the prefrontal cortex, and 
thus lead to engagement [56].

In this paper, we conduct sequential multimethod investigations involving quan-
titative and qualitative empirical studies: (1) a quantitative investigation using elec-
troencephalography (EEg) and a self-report survey to investigate quantitatively the 
neural activities and perceptions generated from playing software games, and (2) a 
qualitative interview to triangulate the findings from the quantitative data. Our find-
ings contribute to knowledge in three ways. First, our study proposes and empirically 
validates gaming elements as important determinants of user–game engagement. 
Such examination of gaming elements is rare in the prior literature and is important 
for software game designers. Second, the current paper conceptualizes user–game 
engagement from the process-oriented and game design perspective, as opposed to 
measuring user–game engagement after gameplay (e.g., post hoc survey). Third, EEg 
is adopted and supplemented by other traditional postgame data collection methods. 
The multimethod approach allows us to triangulate and better understand the relation-
ship between gaming elements and user–game engagement.
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research Background

in This seCTion, we review The exTanT LiTeraTure on user–game engagement and 
cognitive-related gaming elements.

user–game Engagement

researchers note that user–game engagement is a process-oriented variable. This 
“process-oriented” perspective is best reflected in a study by Jennett et al. [44] on 
game engagement in the desktop gaming context. They found that game engagement 
significantly influences the psychological process of immersion as a result of gameplay. 
with this perspective in mind, we review the extant literature on user–game engage-
ment. Three primary research streams are related to the topic of game engagement [10]. 
Table 1 summarizes these research streams.

The first research stream examines user–game engagement from the motivational 
standpoint [52, 62]. Essentially, this research stream proposes that the intrinsic pur-
pose of satisfying various needs can drive an individual to play a game. Following the 
self-determination theory, Przybylski et al. [63] found that competence, autonomy, 
and relatedness are the three basic requirements for game engagement. Other studies 
proposed another list of needs that includes psychological needs (e.g., need for chal-
lenge and competence), utilitarian needs (e.g., time and seeking of information), and 
social closeness (e.g., social reasons and norms), suggesting that these needs may be 
key determinants of the intrinsic motivation to feel engaged in a game [71]. In this 
research stream, game engagement is often conceptually equivalent to a user’s deci-
sion to play a game, which is an “outcome-oriented” rather than a “process-oriented” 
variable [63].

The second research stream examines game engagement from the perspective of 
user perception, such as enjoyment, satisfaction, and involvement [59]. The central 
premise of this research stream is that if game-related characteristics result in a user 
experiencing joy and pleasure from playing a game, then the user is likely to be engaged 
in this game. Jennett et al. [44] investigated game engagement with the immersion 
concept during gameplay, an approach that is closer to our conceptualization of game 
engagement as a process-oriented variable. The majority of studies in this research 
stream typically adopt a self-report survey as the research methodology by identifying 
factors that influence users’ cognitive status.

The third research stream emphasizes the utilization of neurophysiological mea-
surements to investigate game engagement [9, 27]. From this neurophysiological 
perspective, game engagement can be reflected in the density of theta oscillations 
from the left side of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) [15]. This area on the 
left side of the prefrontal human brain serves as the highest cortical area responsible 
for creating thoughts, perceptual consciousness, and attention [47]. The theta oscil-
lations of this area are associated with environmental information processing (e.g., 
declarative and episodic memory processes) and sense identification (e.g., successful 
memory encoding) [67]. Several studies have examined the correlation between the 
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cortical activities in the left side of the DLPFC and the cognitive/emotional behavior 
of individuals [11]. These cortical activities can be captured by EEg [32].

The use of EEg data to interpret user–game engagement is grounded on prior lit-
erature [18, 47]. EEg data, such as data from alpha and theta oscillations, are used to 
examine user attention and immersion [18]. Specifically, studies on attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder support the use of theta oscillation data to examine adult atten-
tion [20]. user immersion refers to “the sensations of being surrounded by a completely 
other reality that takes over all of our attention” [55, p. 68]. when users feel immersed 
in gameplay, they usually receive environmental information that they process to 
generate the “status of being” [17]. During this process, cortical theta oscillations are 
associated with environmental information processing (e.g., declarative and episodic 
memory processes) and sense identification (e.g., successful memory encoding). These 
cognitive processes are the building blocks of user perception such as immersion [67]. 
Building on the link of “immersion,” we thus extend the association of cortical activi-
ties in the left side of the DLPFC to user–game engagement.

Other EEg data, such as alpha oscillation data, can indicate cortical activities in the 
left side of the DLPFC as well [67]. Alpha oscillation data are indicators of the percep-
tion of “happiness” [47]. Such emotional valence cannot represent game engagement 
for two reasons. First, happiness is a kind of pleasant feeling [41]. This emotional 

Table 1. research Streams on game Engagement and research Design

research stream

user–game 
engagement-

related concepts

related 
to gaming 
elements?

research 
method

Papers 
reviewed

Motivational 
perspective

Antecedent: 
competence, 
autonomy, 
relatedness

No Survey 7

Antecedent: 
psychological 
needs, utilitarian 
needs, social 
closeness

No Survey 6

Cognitive status of 
being

Associated factor: 
enjoyment, 
satisfaction

Plausible; not 
clear

Survey 5

Associated factor: 
immerse, 
involvement

No Survey/
experiment

4

Neurophysiological 
responses

Associated factor: 
cerebral cortex 
activities

No Experiment 3

Antecedent: game 
design, control

Plausible; not 
clear

Experiment 2

Total 27
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sense may not be the cognitive immersion of the game by which we conceptualize 
user–game engagement in the present paper. Second, happiness may be endowed 
before a game is played. hence, we cannot ascertain whether such happiness derives 
purely from gameplay.

Software gaming Elements

A game is made up of gaming elements [26]. Our review of the extant literature on 
game design has drawn our attention to two key gaming elements: game complex-
ity and game familiarity [50]. From a cognitive standpoint, game complexity refers 
to the extent to which a game demands human cognitive capacity [4] while game 
familiarity refers to the extent to which a user is metaphorically conversant with the 
game schemata [50].

game Complexity

This concept captures the essence of intellectual calculation and motor activity con-
sumption during gameplay (e.g., avatar control, objective recognition, and in-game 
object maneuverability). For instance, high game complexity means that the game has 
difficult avatar control and that the game objective is difficult to identify.

Studies found that the higher the level of game complexity, the greater the difficulty 
a user experiences in operating the game [66]. From the neurophysiological perspec-
tive, game complexity is highly associated with intensive cortical activity in the left 
side of the DLPFC, which denotes thoughtful planning and comprehension [18]. 
For example, a high level of game complexity requires users to expend more effort 
mentally calculating, planning, or devising a strategy during gameplay. Although a 
debate exists over whether a high level of game complexity results in poor gameplay 
performance [59], scholars generally conclude that game complexity has a significant 
impact on gameplay performance and game operationalization [74].

game Familiarity

Our paper defines game familiarity as the extent to which users recognize the schemata 
of a game, in contrast to other studies that define game familiarity as prior knowledge 
of the game [50]. For example, the schemata of the game Need for Speed revolve 
around car driving (i.e., from driving a car on a highway to driving a car downtown). 
when users have a high level of familiarity with this game, they perceive the car-
driving schema of this game as being relatively conversant because they can instantly 
associate their car-driving experience with the schema of the game.

From the neurophysiological perspective, game familiarity is prone to inert cortical 
activities in the left side of the DLPFC [25]. when users have a high level of game 
familiarity, they are familiar with the schemata (e.g., plot and scenario) of the game. 
As a result, they do not need to process game plot information. Inert cortical activi-
ties will then be saturated in the left side of the DLPFC [11]. Otherwise, users must 
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mentally work on the processing of external stimuli and become familiar with the 
plot of the game. For example, the plot of the software game James Bond 007: Night 
Fire is about sneaking into enemy headquarters, stealing top-secret documents, killing 
people, and detonating explosives. Most users are not familiar with these game plots. 
hence, users need to respond to these external stimuli by cognitively processing the 
upcoming game plot and scenario.

Theoretical Lens and hypotheses Development

figure 1 shows our researCh fraMeworK. This paper is anchored on the theoretical 
foundation of engagement to develop its hypotheses. Engagement is an established 
concept in the neurophysiology discipline [15], which is also increasingly being used in 
information systems (IS) research [1, 8, 73]. In prior studies scholars used neuroscience 
techniques such as EEg to investigate engagement [36]. They found that information 
from the external world can invoke cortical activities in the prefrontal cortex, and thus 
lead to engagement [56]. In the same vein, we argue that game complexity and game 
familiarity can serve as incoming information for the game player. This information 
will activate the top-down control/bottom-up control activity in the left side of the 
DLPFC [72]. As a result, by measuring the density of theta oscillations from the left 
side of the DLPFC we can examine the user–game engagement [5, 6].

Our study adopts the density of theta oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC 
to demonstrate the “process-oriented” perspective of user–game engagement [61]. 
In particular, a reduction in the density of theta oscillations from the left side of 
the DLPFC represents an increase in game engagement [13]. The rationale of this 
negative association is established by the theorem that states that when users process 
information, two kinds of cortical activity take place [18, 47]. The first kind is top-
down control activity, such as mental calculation, purposeful planning, and reason-
ing. Top-down control activity can inhibit users from being mentally immersed into 
the gaming process by consciously executing high-order information encoding that 
prevents user–game engagement [18]. In the case of a game that requires strong 
maneuverability skill, users must focus on game control activities that prevent them 
from getting into the game itself.

The second kind is bottom-up control activity, which refers to sensation-invoked 
response behavior such as attention seeking and attraction [13]. Bottom-up control 

Figure 1. research Framework
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activity can strengthen immersion in games by subconsciously reacting to exter-
nal information from the game [18]. Consequently, users can completely immerse 
themselves in the game and play with the game per se. when the top-down control 
activity becomes strong, the density of theta oscillations from the left side of the 
DLPFC increases [67]. when the top-down control activity is weak, the bottom-up 
control activity prevails in the left side of the DLPFC [18]. These two types of activ-
ity constitute cortical activity in the left side of the DLPFC [11]. At one end are the 
high-density theta oscillations, which indicate low user–game engagement typically 
characterized by strong top-down control activity and impedance of bottom-up control 
activity [12]. At the other end are the low-density theta oscillations, which indicate 
high user–game engagement represented by weak top-down control activity and intense 
bottom-up control activity.

game Complexity (Main Effect)

game complexity is a prominent gaming element that can potentially influence 
user–game engagement [26]. Buschman et al. [18] posited that game complexity can 
invoke a top-down control activity in the left side of the DLPFC. Similarly, gevins et 
al. [38] demonstrated that the provision of difficult tasks of different levels can trigger 
top-down activity. gundel et al. [39] conducted a laboratory experiment to illustrate 
the activation of cortical activity in the left side of the DLPFC when a user is faced 
with external information (e.g., a difficult task requiring mental calculation). garris 
et al. [37] found that game complexity can induce users to focus on comprehending 
and processing cognitive information during gameplay, thereby increasing cortical 
activity. Based on these findings, we posit the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: A lower level of game complexity results in a lower density 
of theta oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC (i.e., higher user–game 
engagement).

game Familiarity (Main Effect)

game familiarity can negatively influence the density of theta oscillations from the left 
side of the DLPFC, unlike game complexity that intensifies top-down control activity. 
Spilich et al. [70] found that users with more schematic experience of baseball can 
outperform users with no schematic experience of the game in comprehending a tele-
vision drama about baseball. They concluded that cortical activity in the human brain 
is limited in capacity. If users have a low level of familiarity with the schemata of the 
baseball game, users need to process information on the schemata of the game (a kind 
of top-down control activity). Otherwise, fully understanding the baseball game will 
be difficult for them. In this regard, we argue that a high level of game familiarity does 
not invoke top-down control activity in the left side of the DLPFC to mentally construct 
the context and plot of a game [72]. Consequently, the density of theta oscillations from 
the left side of the DLPFC should be low. Thus, we posit the following hypothesis:
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Hypothesis 2: A higher level of game familiarity results in a lower level of den-
sity of theta oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC (i.e., higher user–game 
engagement).

game Complexity and game Familiarity (Joint Effects)

Scholars have argued that cortical activities in the left side of the DLPFC are mutu-
ally exclusive for cognitive-related external information, such as game complexity 
and game familiarity. Taking a game with a high level of game complexity and a low 
level of game familiarity as an example, the high level of game complexity can invoke 
strong top-down control activity. In addition, the low level of game familiarity will 
require users to strive to process information on the schematic formation of the game. 
Consequently, such a combination results in the highest density of theta oscillations 
from the left side of the DLPFC.

when users play a game with a combination of a low level of game complexity and 
a high level of game familiarity, the low level of game complexity can invoke weak 
top-down control activity in the left side of the DLPFC. Such a level of game complex-
ity will result in low-density theta oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC [12]. 
A high level of game familiarity also requires low activation of the top-down control 
activity in the left side of the DLPFC to formulate the schemata of the game [72]. 
In this regard, the overall cortical activities in the left side of the DLPFC should not 
register any significant increase. Thus, we posit the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 3: A game with a higher level of game complexity and a lower level 
of game familiarity results in the highest density of theta oscillations from the left 
side of the DLPFC (i.e., poorest user–game engagement) compared with games 
that combine a different set of game elements.

Hypothesis 4: A game with a lower level of game complexity and a higher level 
of game familiarity results in the lowest density of theta oscillations from the left 
side of the DLPFC (i.e., highest user–game engagement) compared with games 
that combine a different set of game elements.

under the joint effect of a low level of game complexity and a low level of game 
familiarity, the former will not create a strong top-down control activity [13]. Con-
sequently, high-density theta oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC will not be 
generated. with the mutually exclusive utilization of the cortical resource for the cogni-
tive stimuli, the low level of game familiarity can activate strong top-down activity to 
process information on the schematic formation of a game [42, 72]. Thus, the overall 
density of theta oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC should be greater than the 
joint effect of a low level of game complexity and a high level of game familiarity, but 
should be lower than the joint effect of a high level of game complexity and a low level 
of game familiarity. In a similar vein, we argue that a high level of game complexity and 
a high level of game familiarity can result in a modest density level of theta oscillations 
from the left side of the DLPFC. Thus, we posit the following hypotheses:
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Hypothesis 5: A game with a lower level of game complexity and a lower level 
of game familiarity can have lower-density theta oscillations from the left side 
of the DLPFC than a game with a higher level of game complexity and a lower 
level of game familiarity. However, such a game can have higher-density theta 
oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC than a game with a lower level of 
game complexity and a higher level of game familiarity.

Hypothesis 6: A game with a higher level of game complexity and a higher level 
of game familiarity can have lower-density theta oscillations from the left side 
of the DLPFC than a game with a higher level of game complexity and a lower 
level of game familiarity. However, such a game can have higher-density theta 
oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC than a game with a lower level of 
game complexity and a higher level of game familiarity.

research Methodology

we uTiLized boTh QuanTiTaTive (EEg and survey) and qualitative methods (interview) to 
validate our hypotheses. Notably, both sets of empirical investigations were conducted 
in collaboration with a leading professional executive-training institute in Mainland 
China. This institute focuses on providing intensive, short-term professional courses for 
working professionals. At the time of our study, the institute was exploring the option 
of launching mobile software games as part of a large-scale marketing recruitment 
campaign to attract young working adults. On our part, we focused on conducting 
empirical assessments of user engagement regarding software games to advise the 
institute on the specific applications to be launched.

game Selection and Manipulation of gaming Elements

four gaMes were JoinTLy seLeCTed by The firsT Two auThors of this research and by the 
collaborating institute. The authors and the institute initially short-listed 20 different 
software games whose licenses could be secured for marketing purposes. The common 
theme of these games is to “find and conquer.” For instance, players are required to find 
and identify the target in each game. Players tap on the screen of the mobile device and 
move their fingers to control the objects of the game and conquer the target. This theme 
was chosen not only to meet the gaming interests of the young professionals but also 
to harmonize the central marketing campaign message of “identifying self-interests 
and professional advancement needs, and learning to overcome barriers.” Two actions 
were performed to validate the focal cognitive-related gaming elements of game com-
plexity and game familiarity. First, we engaged five veteran gaming experts to sort the 
list of games along with the two gaming elements. Only games rated at the extreme 
ends (i.e., high versus low game complexity; high versus low game familiarity) were 
identified. The test ensured the stability of these two gaming elements over the duration 
of gameplay. hence, four games with different combinations of the cognitive-related 
gaming elements were identified.2 Table 2 shows the factorial design.
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Second, we invited 78 consumers to prerate the four games based on the gaming 
elements. The definition of each gaming element was explained in detail alongside 
gameplay demonstrations. All the participants’ questions were answered before they 
were asked to rate the four games based on a Likert scale of 1 to 7. Table 3 presents the 
means and standard deviations of the perceptual measures. we also performed t-test 
comparisons among the gaming groups. The pretest ratings of game complexity and 
game familiarity, as well as the p-value between each group, were below the significant 
level (0.05). Overall, the results were consistent with our intended manipulations of 
the gaming elements.

Investigation 1: Quantitative research

invesTigaTion 1 obTained eeg daTa of users during gameplay and their postplaying 
evaluations of user–game engagement.

Participants

A total of 48 working professionals were recruited by an open recruitment advertise-
ment in local print media. Four participants were excluded from the analysis: two 
left-handed participants were precluded owing to differences in hemispheric specifi-
cations for emotions [32] and two participants failed to complete the questionnaires. 

Table 2. The Selection of games

game  
complexity

game familiarity

high Low

Low Group 1 Group 2
High Group 3 Group 4

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Pretest ratings of Mobile game Complexity and 
game Familiarity

ratings of 
participants

Low game complexity high game complexity

game familiarity

high  
(group 1) 

Low  
(group 2)

high  
(group 3)

Low  
(group 4)

Perceived game 
complexity

1.949 
(0.682)

3.205 
(0.999)

5.603 
(1.252)

4.782 
(1.909)

Perceived game 
familiarity

4.731 
(0.935)

3.410 
(0.780)

5.308 
(1.272)

3.756 
(0.628)

Note: Mean (standard deviation).
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The remaining 44 participants (21 males and 23 females, with ages ranging from 23 
years to 30 years) were found to be without medical implants, mental disorders, and 
physiological problems and were treated based on screening guidelines. The temporal 
mood of each participant was recorded as a control variable for further analysis. The 
participants were compensated with payments equivalent to national average wages 
for three days.

gaming Platform

All four games were presented and played using a smartphone with a 3.5-inch screen. 
Earphones were provided.

Post-game-Playing Survey

we adopted the user–game engagement questionnaire from a previous study [17]. 
Following that study, we first translated the survey items into Mandarin while main-
taining maximal consistency with terminology and sentence structures. A third-party, 
bilingual (fluent in English and Mandarin) IS professor translated the questionnaire 
into Mandarin and then back into English. The retranslated version was found to be 
consistent with the original (Appendix). The Cronbach’s alpha value was 0.883, which 
is close to the recommended Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.83 [17].

EEg Observation During gameplay

An Emotiv EPOC 14-channel (AF3/4, F7/8, F3/4, FC5/6, T7/8, P7/8, and 01/2) wire-
less EEg system (www.emotiv.com) was used to track and record the EEg data at 
128 hz. The headset enabled access to 14 data channels incorporating two bipolar 
references with electrodes positioned based on the International 10/20 Electrode 
Placement System [32]. Figure 2 presents the channel layout, with the tested channels 
positioned as orange circles.

Procedures

A 2 × 2 between-subjects experimental design was adopted for this study. The par-
ticipants were briefed on the EEg procedure and were then asked to sign a consent 
form. The EEg study comprised four main steps. First, the individuals were asked 
basic medical, mental, and physiological questions. Second, after training with the 
device, the research assistants conducted a trial play session (verbal explanation and 
15 seconds of trial play) and equipped the EEg devices for the participants concur-
rently to minimize the potential biases of prior knowledge on the presented games. 
Subsequently, the participants were offered a three-minute rest session between the 
trial session and the official start of the experiment. The rest session restored the brain 
to tranquility and sedateness from the trial session to ensure the accuracy of EEg 
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signals in the gaming session [18] as well as allowed us to take advantage of such a 
period to verify and ensure stable data were read back.3 The EEg data recorded at 
this stage serve as the baseline for further comparison. Third, the participants were 
asked to play the game, and the EEg data were recorded for three minutes [22]. we 
stopped the participants from playing the game three minutes after they began to 
control the game complexity stability issue. They were unaware of this limitation 
prior to playing. This approach allowed us to ascertain that the period of gameplay 
remained within a single round of the game. For instance, a single round in the rally 
racing game lasts approximately four minutes. when the participants played for 
three minutes within the single round, the game complexity was set by the game. In 
this regard, game complexity was found to be stable over the course of gameplay in 
our study. The game familiarity stability issue is solved by the definition of game 
familiarity in our study. In the experiment, the selected games had stable schemata 
across the entire process of the game. As a result, we could ensure the stability of 
game familiarity over the course of gameplay. After gameplay ceased, the participants 
completed a self-report survey (fourth step) to measure their game engagement. 
while we did not impose a time limit for the completion of the questionnaire, we 
noted that the average duration for each participant (including three minutes of EEg 
recording) was ten minutes. An audio and screen recorder program (www.techsmith.
com) was utilized to track and record the experiment process. Following previous 
neuropsychological studies on IS and psychology (e.g., [27]), we also visualized the 
procedures, as featured in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Electrode Placement in the EEg Study 

Notes: The origin of this diagram is from the Behavioral Imaging and Neural Dynamics 
Center (http://bindcenter.eu/?page_id=12/). we adopted this standard 10/20 system diagram 
and highlighted the electrodes with orange circles.
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Analysis and results

EEg results of gameplay

we decomposed the EEg data for analysis using independent component analysis, 
a technique employed to separate linearly mixed sources to obtain artifact-free EEg 
data [24]. The EEg data analysis was carried out in two steps.

Step 1: we examined the basic reflected emotion valence (positive versus negative) 
as a result of the introduction of the gaming stimuli. Davidson [23] stated that differ-
ent emotions are discriminately lateralized in the frontal region of the brain. Several 
studies have specifically shown that positive and negative emotions can be reflected 
in high activities in the left and right prefrontal cortexes, respectively, at an alpha 
oscillations band ranging from 8 hz to 13 hz [23]. The EEg data were then col-
lected from the channels located on the prefrontal cortical areas: F3, F4, AF3, AF4, 
F7, F8, FC5, and FC6. These locations represent the left and right hemispheres of 
the brain (the odd numbers indicate the left scalp and the even numbers indicate the 
right scalp). we log-transformed (i.e., neutral-logged) the average alpha oscillations 
density in µV2 (uOM of power density) to normalize the distribution. Lindsley and 
wicke [53] found that lower-density alpha oscillations reflect more activity because 
of the EEg data being inversely related to activity in the frontal cortex region for the 
alpha oscillation. Therefore, we used the following formula to compute the asym-
metry values:

Asymmetry values = log(left alpha oscillation density)  
– log(right alpha oscillation density).

In the above formula, positive values indicate greater relative left alpha oscillations, 
which indicate negative emotions. The negatively asymmetrical values indicate positive 
emotions. The results of the pairwise t-test are shown in the first column of Table 4. 
The test indicates significant differences between the left and right hemispheres of 
the brain; specifically, the negative values indicate that the left frontal cortex is more 
active than the right frontal cortex during gameplay. Such an analysis aims to examine 
the emotional valence of participants after introducing an external stimulus (the game, 
regardless of game taxonomy). The results show that playing mobile games does 
influence brain activity. This evidence can also help locate the scalp region where the 

Figure 3. EEg Experimental Procedure
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signals are precise and intense. Two findings based on this set of observations were 
deduced.

First, playing software games induces positive emotions, as expected, rendering 
the left frontal cortex more active than the right frontal cortex. Second, brain activity 
in the left prefrontal cortex is more intense than in the right prefrontal cortex in our 
experimental context. This finding is in line with that of gundel and wilson [39], 
who found that an increase in left prefrontal theta oscillation density denotes an 
increase in cortical activities. In Step 2, we utilized the density of theta oscillations 
from the left side of the DLPFC to investigate whether gaming elements influence 
game engagement.

Step 2: Several researchers have found that the density of theta oscillations is positively 
related to the cortical activities in the left side of the DLPFC [47]. we approached 
the head of the Neuroscience Department of a leading hospital in Mainland China to 
acquire relevant comments on the assessment of user–game engagement by investi-
gating cortical activities in the left side of the DLPFC. An important issue was high-
lighted: To reflect user–game engagement through cortical activities in the left side 
of the DLPFC, we had to ensure that the participants playing different games did not 
differ in terms of prior knowledge (or expertise). If individuals had prior knowledge 
or expertise, the density of their theta oscillations would be lower than the density of 
those who lacked such prior knowledge. we conducted a simple t-test to compare the 
(log-transformed) average density of theta oscillations of the AF3 channel and thus 
validated that no selection bias occurred among our participants. The results did not 
indicate a significant difference in terms of prior knowledge/expertise (mean differ-
ence = 0.521, standard deviation = 0.494). The choice of the AF3 channel was moti-
vated by Klimesch et al. [48], who found that the theta wave rhythms are determined 
by the frontal midline areas.

Another important issue was also highlighted: we had to examine whether the den-
sity of theta oscillations is negatively related to the game engagement mentioned in 
previous studies (e.g., [13]). In resolving this issue, two steps were performed. First, 
the significant difference of density of theta oscillations between baseline (Stage 2) 
and treatment (Stage 3) needs to be proven. Second, such a different value is expected 
to correlate negatively with the game engagement obtained by postgame surveys. The 
first problem was solved in terms of a t-test that compared the average density of theta 
oscillations at Stages 2 and 3. The results show a significant difference.4 hence, we 
have sufficient evidence to believe that the density of theta oscillations is negatively 

Table 4. Pairwise t-Test for Brain hemispheres on Alpha Oscillation (Smartphone)

AF3–AF4 F7–F8 F3–F4 FC5–FC6

Mean difference 
(standard deviation)

–0.678 
(0.909)***

–0.991 
(0.726)***

–0.445 
(0.615)***

–1.407 
(0.661)***

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
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correlated with game engagement. we then calculated the difference of the average 
densities of theta oscillations at Stages 2 and 3 as a new measure representing the 
change of densities of theta oscillations. This resulting value is referred to as Diff.5 
we had to investigate whether the density of theta oscillations is negatively related 
to game engagement to solve the second problem. we measured game engagement 
by adopting the items suggested in previous literature [17]. Then, the value of game 
engagement from the questionnaire was performed via Pearson’s correlation with Diff 
in Table 5. Each dimension showed a significantly negative correlation between the 
computed differences Diff, which affirmed the findings of previous work. The items 
of the game engagement questionnaire are in the Appendix.

After completing the two steps described above, we chose the average theta oscilla-
tion density in the AF3 channel as the dependent variable to measure the fluctuations 
in cortical activity in the left side of the DLPFC. we performed log transformation 
(neutral log) to normalize the theta oscillation spectrum in µV2 similar to what we did 
for the alpha oscillation spectrum.

Table 5. Correlation Between Diff and Self-reported game Engagement (Mobile 
games)

game 
engagement Diff

Presence
Gep1 –0.430**
Gep2 –0.432**

Absorption
Gep3 –0.456**
Gep8 –0.613**
Gep9 –0.438**
Gep14 –0.461**

Flow
Gep5 –0.426**
Gep6 –0.557**
Gep7 –0.578**
Gep10 –0.302*
Gep19 –0.532**

Immerse
Gep18 –0.477**

Involvement
Invol1 –0.530**
Invol3 –0.380*
Invol5 –0.410**
Invol6 –0.306*

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed); * correlation is significant at the 0.05 
level (two-tailed).
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we then compared the average theta oscillation densities in the AF3 channels of 
the participants playing different games on the smartphone. Although cortical activ-
ity fluctuated regularly throughout the execution of every task, both accumulated and 
average cortical activities increased throughout the duration of task performance. we 
thus computed the average logarithmic theta oscillation densities for the first 10 sec-
onds and the last 10 seconds. These computations were used to derive the following 
formula to measure the variations in average theta oscillation density:

Variations in average theta oscillation density  
= log(last 10 seconds theta oscillation density)  
– log( first 10 seconds theta oscillation density).

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was found to be the most proper methodology to 
test our proposed hypotheses with the factorial design. however, the baseline data 
(the EEg data recorded at Stage 2) should be included as covariates to validate the 
hypotheses with the factorial design. hence, instead of carrying out an ANOVA, we 
went a step further by conducting an analysis of covariates (ANCOVA) to test our 
hypotheses. we also included the emotional valence measured prior to the gaming 
session as another covariate in the ANCOVA.

The preliminary assumption with ANCOVA is that no violation of a regression 
slope homogeneity assumption occurs. To test this assumption, we added the inter-
action terms of the covariates to the grouping variable in the ANCOVA model to 
determine whether the interaction terms are significant; if the terms are significant, 
the ANCOVA will be deemed as not applicable. The results, in which the p-values 
(F-values) of the Mood*group and Baseline*group were 0.359 (1.11) and 0.714 
(0.458), respectively, indicated no violation of this assumption. hence, we could 
perform the ANCOVA. The results of the ANCOVA tests on the various gaming 
groups using the smartphone showed a significant difference across game complexity 
(F = 12.686, p = 0.001) and familiarity (F = 9.082, p = 0.005). however, the interac-
tion effect between the two dimensions was not significant (F = 0.205, p = 0.654). 
Furthermore, the covariates, namely, temporal mood (F = 1.771, p = 0.191) and 
baseline (F = 0.003, p = 0.955), did not show any significant differences across 
groups. Table 6 shows the detailed results of the hypothesis testing. Two findings 
were determined. First, low-complexity games utilize individuals’ lower-density 
theta oscillations more as compared with high-complexity games. Low-density 
theta oscillations also inversely correlate with higher game engagement. Second, 
participants expend higher-density theta oscillations when faced with a lower level 
of game familiarity. Thus, game engagement appears to be low in games with low 
familiarity.

we employed similar methods to discuss the joint effects. we found that individu-
als exerted lower-density theta oscillations when playing games of greater familiarity 
and low complexity. Low-density theta oscillations were observed when individuals 
played low-complexity games. In games with higher complexity, higher game famil-
iarity reduced the density of theta oscillations of users more than the low-familiarity 
games did. The estimated marginal means of the variations in average-density theta 
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oscillations is shown in Figure 4.6 Figure 5 shows the topographic EEg maps of the 
participants playing games on smartphones.

Discussion

Prior studies have been unable to provide conclusive findings on the type of gaming 
element or combination of gaming elements that can influence game engagement and 
the underlying neuropsychological mechanisms of this influence [63]. game engage-
ment can be presented by measuring the density of theta oscillations from the left side 
of the DLPFC. Less complex games arouse higher game engagement compared with 
more complex games. Furthermore, participants in the higher game familiarity groups 
displayed higher game engagement than those in the lower game familiarity groups. 
Thus, h1 and h2 are supported.

with regard to the low-complexity and high-familiarity games (group 1), the 
lowest-density theta oscillations indicated the highest game engagement among the 
other groups. The high-complexity and low-familiarity games evoked the lowest game 
engagement (highest-density theta oscillations). Thus, h3 and h4 are supported. 
Significant differences were also found between groups 1 and 2 as well as between 
groups 2 and 4. hence, h5 is supported. Significant differences were found between 
groups 1 and 3 as well as between groups 3 and 4. Thus, h6 is supported (as shown 
in Table 6). Aside from the support found for all of the hypotheses, we found no 
significant differences between groups 2 and 3 (group 2: low game familiarity and 
low game complexity; group 3: high game familiarity and high game complexity) 
(as shown in Table 6). This result infers that the effect of game complexity and game 
familiarity on cortical activity in the left side of the DLPFC can indicate the existence 
of a symmetric compensation relationship. however, we cannot confirm the symmetric 
compensation relationship between game complexity and game familiarity without 
further examination. Thus, this inference warrants future research.

Table 6. Comparisons of Variations of Average-Density Theta Oscillations Across 
gaming groups (Smartphone)

Low-complexity versus 
high-complexity games

Low-familiarity versus 
high-familiarity games

group 2 
versus 

group 3

group 1 
versus 

group 2

group 1 
versus 

group 3

group 2 
versus 

group 4

group 3 
versus 

group 4

Mean 
differences 
(standard 
deviation)

–1.990 
(0.542)**

1.518
(0.577)**

–1.778 
(0.819)**

–2.251 
(0.770)**

–1.730 
(0.633)**

–1.257
(0.569)**

–0.038
(0.590)

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
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The results of the two types of quantitative studies (self-report survey and EEg study) 
verify the common thesis in human cognition research; that is, the neurophysiological 
research method can complement the traditional survey method and produce more 

Figure 4. Estimated Marginal Means of the Variations in Average-Density Theta Oscillations 
(Mobile game)

Note: Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: baseline = 
18.4940; mood = 4.57.

Figure 5. Topographic EEg Maps for Different games Played using the Smartphone
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precise and objective results [27]. To explain this phenomenon, we conducted the 
second investigation—the qualitative interviews—to triangulate further how gaming 
elements influence game engagement.

Investigation 2: Qualitative research

an open-ended inTerview was designed To inCLude two semistructured questions that 
will allow us to triangulate the participants’ perceptions, cognition, and opinions on 
game engagement. The first question focused on the general feeling the participants 
experienced during gameplay on the smartphone. The second question was related to 
user–game engagement and self-assessed potential reasons for game engagement. The 
interview assigned approximately 10–15 minutes for discussion. The 44 participants 
from the quantitative studies participated in the interview study. After collecting the 
interview data, we recruited three independent assistants to transcribe the interview 
protocols. All of the transcribed scripts were double-checked by two skilled researchers. 
we then hired two coders to code the protocols [69], and protocol coding was conducted 
following the standard procedure [69]. The analysis of Cohen’s kappa measurement 
indicated good intercoder agreement (kappa = 0.93, p < 0.010) [21].

Findings

we identified approximately 4,800 words (in Mandarin) in the answers of the partici-
pants. Each participant used 109 words on average to answer the interview questions. 
The detailed statistical results are found in Table 7.

Code 1-rw is the most dominant code in the first question, compared with codes 
1-CZ and 1-Sw (as shown in Table 7). This result indicates that when the participants 
play a software game, they are most concerned with the opportunity to utilize their 
cognitive capacities in playing the game and the perception of being able to play the 
game. For the second question, code 2-CZ is in the prominent position, followed by 
codes 2-PT, 2-KZ, and 2-Sw (as shown in Table 7). These results indicate that the 
drivers of game engagement can be viewed from two perspectives: personal perception 
and cognitive-related gaming elements.

with regard to personal perception, three main perceptions were observed: sense of 
competition, sense of involvement, and sense of joy.7 The expression of joy triangulated 
the findings of the EEg in terms of measuring and comparing the alpha oscillations 
band in the left and right prefrontal lobes of the brain cortexes. with regard to cognitive-
related gaming elements, the participants certainly focused on game complexity and 
game familiarity in terms of user-game engagement (the percentage of codes 1-rw 
and 2-CZ supports this conclusion, as shown in Table 7). These findings corroborated 
the results from the quantitative studies in our research. game complexity and game 
familiarity were the two prominent determinants found to influence user–game engage-
ment when a participant plays software games.

In addition, we interpreted the codes in the four treatment groups. The participants in 
the high game complexity and low game familiarity treatment reported that the scenario 
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built by the game provided a sense of virtual reality. The majority of participants wor-
ried about the high mental processing complexity involved and the gaming control that 
could potentially cost substantial cognitive capacity. They usually felt “unengaged” 
and perceived the game to be “difficult.” This observation corroborated the findings 
from Investigation 1, which demonstrated that high game complexity and low game 
familiarity result in an overwhelming burden with regard to cortical activity.

The participants in the high game complexity and high game familiarity treatment 
simply mentioned that the game required considerable mental effort to complete the 
necessary tasks. The participants made an issue of the considerable consumption 
of cognitive capacity, but made light of the gap in the game’s schemata familiarity 
(Figure 6). hence, we can infer that a familiar scenario mitigates the cognitive effort 
in high game complexity conditions.

The participants in the low game complexity and high game familiarity treatment 
indicated no difficulty in playing the game. As reported, the game was highly oper-
able and presented a familiar scenario. The participants were easily attracted to the 
storyline or context of the game and were generally unconcerned with the consumption 

Table 7. Statistical Coding results

Code 
name Meaning Percentage

Interview question 1: What is your general feeling toward the software game?
Word count: 1,933 

words (in Chinese); 
Code count: 64 
codes

1-CL Game-playing logic 11
1-WL Negative feeling during gaming 5
1-SJ Perception of the passing of time 8
1-RW Self-assessment toward the 

difficulty of the game
30

1-CZ Self-assessment toward game 
control

19

1-FY Perception of the agility of 
processing information when 
gaming

13

1-SW Perception of the familiarity toward 
the scenarios in games

16

Interview question 2: Do you feel engaged during the game? If you do, would you figure 
out the reasons for the game engagement?

Word count: 2,899 
words (in Chinese); 
Code count: 99 
codes

2-PT Software game platform 20
2-KZ Trying out possibility for game 

control
21

2-GC Difficulty in controlling game 12
2-CZ Need to become familiar with the 

game
21

2-GJ Statement of perception when 
gaming

8

2-SX Willingness to put effort into 
gaming

18
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of cognitive capacity (Figure 6). Their gaming experiences were “interesting” and 
“fun.” This observation was in accordance with the findings of Investigation 1.

The participants in the low game complexity and low game familiarity treatment 
reported that the novel atmosphere of the simple gaming mechanism did not overwhelm 
them. The most common obstacle was low game familiarity. The participants usually 
felt they were “not engaged” and “feel [felt] badly” during gameplay. Occasionally, 
they felt that they “do [did] not know how to play” in the process of conquering the 
target in a software game. Thus, we concluded that game engagement is disparately 
influenced by game familiarity in different game complexity settings. The distinctive-
ness was revealed by the EEg analysis.

Discussion

The results of Investigation 2 supported the findings in Investigation 1. Interestingly, 
most of the participants referred to their preference to play games on different software 
game platforms (see code 2-PT in Figure 6). For instance, screen size and resolution 
were mentioned most frequently when the participants were asked about the differ-
ences between mobile devices and conventional desktop computers. Although three 
participants complained that the small screen caused eyestrain, most of the partici-
pants agreed that a small screen with high resolution could enhance absorption during 
gameplay, especially for games with high operational complexity.

To investigate the influence of the gaming platform, we conducted a robustness test 
by recruiting an additional 44 participants to play the same set of games on a desktop 

Figure 6. histograms of Coding results

Notes: 2-PT: software game platform; 2-KZ: trying out possibility for game control; 2-gC: 
difficulty in controlling the game; 2-CZ: need to become familiar with the game; 2-gJ: 
statement of perception when gaming; 2-SX: willingness to put in effort when gaming.
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computer. we report four significant findings. First, the negative correlation between 
game engagement and Diff was also identified in the desktop platform, as noted by the 
post–game playing survey results (Table 8). Furthermore, the average-density theta 
oscillations at the gaming session were significantly lower than those at the trial ses-
sion (the mean difference and standard deviation were –0.847 and 0.627, respectively, 
with a p-value of 0.000). Second, the results of the pairwise comparisons of the brain 
hemispheres on alpha oscillations (Table 9) indicated significant differences between 
the left and right hemispheres, reflecting similar findings observed among the partici-
pants who used smartphones. Third, we conducted a simple t-test of the average-density 
theta oscillations in the AF3 channel to test for any systematic differences in prior 
knowledge. The results indicated no significant differences across participants (mean 
difference = 0.346; standard deviation = 0.504). Fourth, we compared the variations 
in average-density theta oscillations across the desktop gaming groups. The results 
are summarized in Table 10 and the visualization of the estimated marginal means is 
shown in Figure 7.

The results of the robustness test indicate that the outcomes derived from the mobile 
games were stable. The only exception was that no differences were found in the  
desktop gaming group across different levels of game familiarity for those on the 
high-complexity level.8 One plausible reason for this is the screen resolution of the two  
devices, as reported in the qualitative investigation. Several studies have reported the 

Table 8. Pairwise t-Test for hemispheres on the Alpha Oscillation (Desktop 
Computer)

AF3–AF4 F7–F8 F3–F4 FC5–FC6

Mean difference 
(standard deviation)

–0.639 
(1.120)***

–0.838 
(0.750)***

–0.670 
(1.600)***

–1.394 
(0.786)***

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.

Table 9. Comparisons of Variations in Average-Density Theta Oscillations Across 
gaming groups (Desktop Computer)

Low-complexity versus  
high-complexity games

Low-familiarity versus  
high-familiarity games

group 2 
versus 

group 3

group 1 
versus 

group 2

group 1 
versus 

group 3

group 2 
versus 

group 4

group 3 
versus 

group 4

Means 
differences 
(standard 
deviation)

–1.134
(0.451)**

0.748
(0.469)

–1.416**
(0.594)

–1.803**
(0.677)

–0.466
(0.550)

–0.079 
(0.639)

–0.387
(0.573)

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
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Table 10. Correlation Between Diff and Self-reported game Engagement (Desktop 
games)

game 
engagement Diff

Presence
Gep1 –0.469**
Gep2 –0.445**

Absorption
Gep3 –0.377**
Gep8 –0.508**
Gep9 –0.449**
Gep14 –0.383**

Flow
Gep5 –0.565**
Gep6 –0.565**
Gep7 –0.579**
Gep10 –0.464**
Gep19 –0.298*

Immerse
Gep18 –0.352*

Involvement
Invol1 –0.277*
Invol3 –0.424**
Invol5 –0.384**
Invol6 –0.296*

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed); * correlation is significant at the 0.05 
level (two-tailed).

positive relationship between screen size and attention to static content, such as text 
or images [64]. however, most current mobile devices undoubtedly have a higher 
resolution screen than most typical desktop computers, and a recent study stressed 
that screen resolution can also positively influence user adaptation [35]. To maximize 
screen resolution, only the most important features are selected for presentation [46]. 
Therefore, a small screen with a high resolution can better attract user attention in  
highly complex games.

general Discussion

drawing on The TheoreTiCaL foundaTion of engageMenT, we proposed and demon-
strated that cognitive-related gaming elements, which are classified as game complexity 
and game familiarity, influence the density of theta oscillations from the left side of 
the DLPFC and game engagement.

In Investigation 1, we demonstrated that both game complexity and game familiarity 
have a significant effect on the density of theta oscillations from the left side of the 
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DLPFC. These gaming elements also have a joint effect. Moreover, by investigating 
intrinsic neural correlations, cognitive stimuli (i.e., game elements), and outcome (i.e., 
the density of theta oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC, which is representa-
tive of game engagement), we demonstrated that the neurophysiological investigation 
method complements the traditional self-report survey method.

Investigation 2 focused on the triangulation of game engagement antecedents and 
the exploration of potential explanations regarding the influence of cognitive-related 
gaming elements. The results of our qualitative study provide sufficient support. 
Table 11 summarizes the intended contributions of our research.

Limitations

Prior to presenting the implications of this research, we should be aware of some 
caveats, which can serve as suggestions for future research. First, we collected data 
from 44 participants (i.e., participants from groups) in the quantitative investigations. 
The results of our study showed acceptable levels of statistical power (power = 0.973, 
with the effect size f = 0.365). The number of participants is considered acceptable for 
empirical studies involving the neurophysiological investigation method [61]. For the 
qualitative investigation, we obtained sufficient protocol data from the participants. In 
fact, our sample size for the verbal protocol analysis (i.e., 44 participants) is larger than 
in previous studies using verbal protocol analysis (e.g., [69]). we obtained sufficient 

Figure 7. Estimated Marginal Means of the Variations in Average-Density Theta Oscillations 
(Desktop game)

Note: Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: Baseline = 
19.3898, mood = 4.67.
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Table 11. The Intended Contributions of This work

Contributions Current literature

relevance 

Theory Practice 

Contributes to the 
conceptualization of gaming 
elements as important 
determinants of user–game 
engagement. The present 
paper directly argues that 
game design elements 
influence user–game 
engagement during gameplay.

Prior studies have focused on 
examining the high-abstract 
level of perceptual constructs 
as the determinants of 
game-playing motivation [49]. 
Hence, prior studies seldom 
touch on the game design 
issue [63]. 

√

Contributes to the 
conceptualization of user–
game engagement from 
the “process-oriented” and 
game design perspectives. 
Addresses the theoretical 
question of how to influence 
game engagement in 
consideration of the intrinsic 
game design perspective.

Prior research has rarely 
examined game engagement 
and game elements 
comprehensively and in an 
integrated manner. Previous 
studies have either focused 
on cognitive representatives 
of game engagement or 
neglected the importance of 
game elements [17].

√

This research adds to the 
emergent field of exploration 
by understanding the 
neurophysiological effect 
of gaming elements on 
user–game engagement. 
The present paper presents 
a more detailed investigation 
of the relationship between 
gaming elements and 
user–game engagement 
during the game-playing 
process, compared with the 
prior literature.

Some data collection methods 
(e.g., self-report survey) 
may not be appropriate to 
use alone [41] and may lack 
excellent temporal resolution 
to measure cortical activity 
during the process of game 
playing [32].

√

Contributes to the utilization 
of the multimethod research 
design in investigating the 
research question of game 
design and user–game 
engagement.

Prior research has seldom 
adopted the multimethod 
research methodology to 
investigate gaming research; 
rather, most studies are 
primarily single-method 
approaches, leading to 
incomplete insights and 
perception [68].

√

(continues)
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empirical data for the analysis and controlled the empirical research as rigorously as 
possible. Nonetheless, we suggest including more participants in future research.

Second, the length of gameplay was fixed (three minutes) for each participant in our 
experiment, which might have influenced the game engagement of some individuals. 
Nevertheless, the participants were not informed regarding when the gameplay would 
end during the experiment. This manipulation was used to ensure that the end of 
gameplay was within a single round of the game. For example, a single round of the 
rally racing game lasts about four minutes. when participants play for three minutes 
within the single round, game complexity is set by the game per se. In accordance with 
Colter and Shaw [22], we believe the time allotted for the software game experiment 
was sufficient to investigate game engagement within our research context. A trial ses-
sion was conducted to minimize potential biases caused by the individuals. Certainly, 
a more precise selection of gameplay duration should be applied in future research.

Third, we varied each of the focal gaming elements by two levels (i.e., low and high; 
no more than two levels). In this study, we focused on theorizing the gaming elements 
as the important factors that influence game engagement. we also concentrated on 
investigating how the different combinations of gaming elements have various effects 
on user–game engagement. Thus, an investigation focused solely on the changes in 
game engagement in terms of variance in game complexity is beyond the focus of 
the present study. Nonetheless, future studies could examine whether the relationship 
between game complexity and user–game engagement is linear or nonlinear. To do 
so, scholars will need to operationalize game complexity as a continuous variable/
fine-granularity discrete variable [2].

Theoretical Implications

Despite the aforementioned limitations, this study provides four key theoretical con-
tributions. First, this paper contributes to the conceptualization of gaming elements 
as important determinants of user–game engagement. Prior studies have concentrated 
on examining the highly abstract level of perceptual constructs, such as psychologi-
cal needs, norms, and utilitarian needs, as determinants of gameplay motivation [52]. 
game design has rarely been examined [63]. with the new conceptualization, we 

Contributions Current literature

relevance 

Theory Practice 

Provides executable guidelines 
for designing high-level game 
engagement games through 
the manipulation of different 
types of game elements. 
Informs practitioners on how 
to specify game elements 
efficiently and successfully.

Prior research has rarely 
provided executable 
guidelines on game design 
based on its elements [26].

√
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directly argue that game design elements influence user–game engagement during 
gameplay [26].

Second, this paper contributes to the conceptualization of user–game engagement 
from the “process-oriented” and game design perspectives. we define user–game 
engagement as a concept that reflects the extent to which a game can immerse users 
in the game during gameplay. This theorization on user–game engagement is in line 
with recent research on game engagement, which argues that game engagement 
is shaped by the gameplay itself [44]. Prior studies have predominantly examined 
user–game engagement from the perspectives of motivation and users’ perception 
(e.g., [62]); however, these studies have failed to explain how intrinsic game design 
elements can be used to influence user–game engagement (e.g., [74]). The present 
paper addresses the theoretical dilemma of influencing game engagement from the 
intrinsic game design perspective, such as through gaming elements. Drawing on the 
theoretical foundation of engagement, our study augments prior studies by suggesting 
that a plausible reason for the mixed findings of prior studies may be the inadequate 
consideration of the gaming elements’ joint effect on the density of theta oscillations 
from the left side of the DLPFC during gameplay.

Third, we used EEg as the main neurophysiological investigation method to examine 
user–game engagement [32]. EEg ensures excellent temporal resolution to measure 
cortical activity during gameplay [32, 54]. Thus, we observed that cognitive-related 
gaming elements can be utilized well in different conditions and can jointly influence 
user–game engagement. For instance, we observed that low game complexity and 
high game familiarity significantly increase the level of user–game engagement. This 
significant change is measured by comparing the temporal variances of the density of 
theta oscillations from the left side of the DLPFC. These results can guide research-
ers in measuring user–game engagement as a “process-oriented” construct. More 
importantly, these results reflect a thorough investigation of the relationship between 
gaming elements and user–game engagement [44]. The present research adds to this 
emergent field of exploration by studying the neurophysiological effect of gaming 
elements on user–game engagement.

Finally, this study adopted both quantitative and qualitative research methodolo-
gies. we conducted the quantitative research (i.e., self-report survey and EEg study) 
to investigate the underlying mechanism of the effect of gaming elements on game 
engagement. The qualitative research (i.e., interviews) was carried out to acquire addi-
tional evidence and to triangulate the findings of the quantitative studies. A multilateral 
investigation into user–game engagement is more beneficial to the examination of 
unobtrusive cognitive activities in empirical studies. For example, results from inter-
views indicated that the software game platform could influence game engagement. 
Therefore, we performed a robustness test and proved that the type of game platform 
does not influence the relationship between gaming elements and user–game engage-
ment. As argued by Johnson et al. [45], the multimethod research design generates 
research findings as comprehensively and completely as possible compared with 
the single-method research design. we considered the potential pitfalls of the multi-
method research design and attempted to address them. Morse [58] argued that the 
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main weakness of the multimethod research design is that it is often challenged by 
the rigor of each study and the saturability of data. The systematic process of research 
design and deployment ensured the rigor of the current study. with regard to the data 
saturability, we are confident that the qualitative and quantitative data were sufficiently 
rich for our analysis.

Practical Implications

The implications of our research provide valuable insights for practitioners. game 
designers in the software game industry must have a clear vision of the specific effect 
of gaming elements on user–game engagement, and software game designers can 
formulate reasonable and executable strategies to utilize different types of gaming 
elements in enhancing game engagement with this knowledge. These implications 
are more salient in the mundane software game market, wherein several similar or 
imitative games simultaneously exist. For example, the games Fruit Ninja and Veggie 
Samurai share a similar game concept; that is, the use of a finger to control a knife 
and slice fruits (vegetables) to earn bonus points. The more fruits (vegetables) hit, the 
more bonus points earned. By applying our findings in this context, game designers 
can provide in-game features to either reduce game complexity (e.g., triple slicing, 
which means slicing once to cut three or more fruits or vegetables) or enhance game 
familiarity by providing more real-life background images or more types of fruits 
or vegetables if they want to establish better user–game engagement compared with 
their competitors.

For traditional nongaming companies, the results of this paper can provide a clear 
approach to the design of software games for business campaigns and actionable 
marketing proposals for sponsored software games. Traditional companies can use 
their brand name or trademark in the design of gaming features (e.g., a special but-
ton) to reduce game complexity. For example, when facing a monster that is difficult 
to defeat in a monster-hunting game, users can press a button with a specific trade-
mark to acquire additional power to conquer the monster. The brand image becomes 
embedded in the minds of users, as this image is what “freed them from a difficult 
time.” Consequently, the most carefully designed game can be appropriately lever-
aged to significantly enhance users’ gameplay behavior and avoid the stickiness of 
the software game.

Implications for IS research

In addition to the implications discussed above, this study, as a NeuroIS work, con-
tributes to existing NeuroIS research and serves as a stepping-stone for future work in 
this discipline [51]. After a comprehensive review of prior work (MIS Quarterly [27, 
28, 32, 65], Information Systems Research [29], Journal of Management Information 
Systems [60], and International Conference on Information Systems proceedings [14, 
30, 31, 43]), we identified two key determining contributions not covered in previous 
work. First, previous NeuroIS studies mainly performed trial-oriented rather than 
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process-oriented observations; the participants were presented some visual stimuli and 
subsequently asked to make their decision immediately. For instance, Dimoka [27] 
empirically tested the correlation between brain areas and trust/distrust by present-
ing the participants with seller profiles. A similar strategy used in different scenarios, 
such as trust/distrust on product description across genders, was determined in other 
NeuroIS studies (e.g., [65]). Collectively, all of these works only captured a snap-
shot of neuropsychological activity rather than the entire process, which may not be 
applicable to the interpretation of overall usage or user experiences. Our study fills 
this gap by recording and interpreting the EEg data from the entire gaming process, 
which has not been shown before in IS research. we have sufficient reason to believe 
that this pioneering study can shift the knowledge of NeuroIS from a relatively static 
standpoint to a more dynamic and process-oriented perspective.

Second, previous NeuroIS studies were focused on confirm either existing theory [65] 
or findings that were obtained from traditional behavioral methodologies [27], but 
lacked power to interpret some emerging topics. however, the current study breaks the 
deadlock, and bridges the gap between NeuroIS studies and emerging research topics. 
In summary, our work contributes to existing IS research in two ways: (1) providing an 
example of process-oriented NeuroIS investigation and (2) bridging the gap between 
NeuroIS and an emerging research topic, namely, mobile gaming experiences.

Conclusion

invesTigaTing The neuraL CorreLaTion beTween gaMing eLeMenTs and user–game 
engagement has the potential to strengthen our understanding of the initiation and 
continuance of game engagement. This study complements extant studies on game 
engagement by theoretically conceptualizing and empirically comparing the engage-
ment measures from multilateral perspectives. In addition, it documents research 
focused on investigating the effect of two cognitive-related gaming elements on 
gameplay. This study has taken a modest step toward developing a theoretically sound 
understanding of the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms determining user–
game engagement in the context of gameplay through two empirical investigations.
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3. The EEg signals are collected and transferred from scalp surfaces to the devices via 
electrolyte solution. The quality or intensity of each channel is shown by four colors (green, 
yellow, red, and black indicate good, average, poor, and no signal, respectively) at the control 
panel. hence, by monitoring the control panel, we could ensure that the signal was transferred 
in a valid and reliable manner throughout the entire gaming session.

4. The mean difference and standard deviation between Stages 3 and 2 are –0.787 and 0.718 
respectively, with a p-value of 0.000.

5. Diff = (Average density of theta oscillations at Stage 3) – (Average density of theta oscil-
lations at Stage 2).

6. we coded high game familiarity as 1 and low game familiarity as 0. high game complexity 
is coded as 1 and low game complexity is coded as 0.

7. Each participant may provide more than one perception.
8. No significant difference was found between different game familiarities (F = 2.417, 

p = 0.127); however, a partially significant difference was found between different game com-
plexities (F = 3.266, p = 0.077). No interaction effect existed between game complexity and 
game familiarity (F = 2.784, p = 0.102).
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Appendix: Items for user–game Engagement

Gep1 When playing game, I lose track of time.
Gep2 When playing game, things seem to happen automatically.
Gep3 When playing game, I feel different.
Gep5 When playing game, the game feels real.
Gep6 When playing game, if someone talks to me, I don’t hear him or her.
Gep7 When playing game, I get wound up.
Gep8 When playing game, time seems to kind of stand still or stop.
Gep9 When playing game, I feel spaced out.
Gep10 When playing game, I don’t answer when someone talks to me.
Gep14 When playing game, I lose track of where I am.
Gep18 When playing game, I really get into the game.
Gep19 When playing game, I feel like I just can’t stop playing.
Invol1 In general, I have a strong interest in playing this game.
Invol3 Playing this game matters a lot to me.
Invol5 I definitely have a “wanting” for playing this game.
Invol6 I am involved in playing this game.

Source: Adapted from Brockmyer et al. [17].
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